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Basic, but performing! 

Even  a  beginner/student  suit  needs  important

features,  like  comfort,  durability,  nice  price.  No

matter  if  you're  a  drop  zone  operator,  or  a

beginner in skydiving, you need a reliable tool. The

Prime jumpsuit shares the same high performance

fabric  of  other  Parasport  suits,  and delivers  the

experience of 30 years in manufacturing.

The  simple  design  allows  a  cost  reduction,  but

with no quality compromise. Quality and durability

will  be  appreciated,  especially  in  student

operations.

Using the new Windflex fabric, made of the same

Teflon coated thread used in Cordura textiles, it is

well  resistant  to  tear  and  wear,  but  still  very

comfortable.

Cuffs are closed with comfortably tight Lycra, and

collar is also made of stitches-free double layered

Lycra. A reliable, rubber feel, snap-dot zipper stop

will hold the zipper closed in any flight situation.

Available in the whole range of male and female

standard sizes, it can also be ordered with custom

measurements.

 

Standard features include:

 Made of strong and comfortable Windflex

fabric

 Snap dot zipper lock

 Strong  but  comfortable  elastic  fabric  on

wrists

 Inner pocket with zipper

 Ergonomic cut of armpits and arms

 Parasport logo embroideries

 Single grips on arms and legs

 Standard colors

 Standard sizes
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Available as charged options:

 Custom colors

 Custom size

 Rush service

As the other Parasport suit, the Prime suit can be

customized  with  school,  drop  zone,  or  sponsor

logo,  as  well  as  with  embroidered  writings,  like

size, for easier identification.
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